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ABSTRACT
The  thesis  investigates  a  composite  material's  response  to  deformation  through  simulation  of
nanoindentation  using  finite  element  analysis.  The  geometry  of  a  metal  matrix  composite  (MMC),
comprising of an aluminum matrix reinforced with silicon carbide (SiC) nanoparticles was modeled with
the  use  of  a  mathematical  algorithm  generated  with  the  help  of  a  parametric  CAD  software.  The
algorithm used the Voronoi diagram to achieve random distribution of particles inside the matrix and
random particle size. The results of the simulation showed an  upturn in the composite's mechanical
properties related with the volume percentage of the reinforcement. Increase in particle concentration
lead to increase in the material's ability to resist deformation while converting the aluminum matrix
from isotropic to anisotropic. 
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 1 INTRODUCTION
 1.1  General Overview
The  current  dissertation  is  an  effort  of  extracting  a  material's  basic  mechanical  properties  via
geometrical  design and computational  procedures. The material  to be studied is an aluminum alloy.
Aluminum's  processability,  low melting  point,  light  weight and  mechanical  properties  have  made it
become one of the most widely used materials in the world in industry and design. Today, the advance of
material's  science  and  especially  nanotechnology  has  given  engineers  and  designers  the  ability  of
augmenting or alternating the already adequate properties of aluminum by using it  as a matrix and
reinforcing it with nanoparticles of various materials. However, these materials need to be investigated
in terms of their mechanical strength. In material design, numerical modeling offers a great potential to
predict such properties. The method that will be examined for attaining the mechanical properties of the
metal  matrix  composite is  nanoindentation,  due to the fact that the addition of  nanoparticles is an
intervention in the structure of aluminum that takes place at a nano-scale level. 
Nanoindentation is an important and popular mechanical experimental technique used in nanomaterials
science and nanotechnology. Compared with other mechanical experimental characterization methods,
nanoindentation entails a quite simple setup and specimen preparation. In addition, nanoindentation
leaves a very small imprint and can thus be considered as nondestructive.  The use of indentation for
measuring mechanical properties of materials originated from the contact theory by Hertz (1882) who
solved the problem of contact between two elastic bodies of spherical surfaces.
The  development  of  nanomaterials  used  in  nanotechnology,  for  example,  assembly  of  structures,
manufacture of nanotubes, etc., requires the knowledge of important mechanical properties such as
Young's modulus, hardness, or the yield stress. The common way of obtaining these attributes in macro-
scale was by indentation testing but the application of the method at nano – length scales was a real
challenge for the researchers because of the difficulty to carry out experiments. 
The development of machines that could record nano-scale loads and displacements with high accuracy
and precision made nanoindentation the primary method for  measuring and testing the mechanical
properties of such kind of materials. The load - displacement data can be used to determine modulus of
elasticity, hardness,  yield strength,  fracture toughness, scratch hardness and wear properties. Another
way of obtaining the load - displacement data is by numerically simulating nanoindentation with the
help of computer software.
 1.2  Purpose of the Dissertation
The aim of the dissertation is the use of a design tool, such as the Voronoi tessellation, in the field of
material's science. The majority of research about the addition of nanoparticles in a material assumes
uniform distribution and equal sized particles. With the use of the Voronoi tessellation, incorporated
inside a wider mathematical algorithm, the stochastic dispersion of particles inside an aluminum matrix
will try to resemble a real life scenario. The foretold action will also help in the effort of accomplishing a
realistic theoretical modeling of the nanoindentation experiment with the use of finite element analysis.
The algorithm created can then be used for modeling a number of veritable material combinations at
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any desirable volumetric percentage ready to be tested for their mechanical properties with just the
alteration of a minimum number of input parameters. 
 
 1.3  Objective and Expected Results
The  objective  of  the  dissertation  is  the  creation  of  a  connective  loop  between  material's  science,
mathematics and design. The model of the reinforced material is going to be represented with the use of
a Voronoi cell, a mathematical model of area or volume division. Apart from its mathematical content,
the Voronoi diagram can also be interpreted as an abstract design in space and has found a place in
industrial, architectural, urban and jewelry design. This conjunction of science and design is going to be
used as input for the evaluation of the mechanical properties of a novel technology material. The results,
if  positive,  can  then be used anew as  input  in  the design process.  The mechanical  properties  of  a
material  can have a huge effect in the morphology and use of  a  product.  A stiffer,  lighter or  easily
formed material can give designers the ability to radically alternate the morphology and aesthetics of a
product, the way it's being used or even help generate ideas of new products.
Another  objective  of  the  study  is  the  future  comparison  of  the  results  with  data  acquired  from
experiments  of  nanoindentation.  If  the  difference  of  the  results  is  of  a  very  small  percentage  the
outcome of the study will contribute as a stepping stone in the validation of the method and thus give
scientists the opportunity of easily evaluating the mechanical response of a great variety of composite
material combinations from numerical simulations using accessible computer software.
 1.4  Structure of Thesis
Initially, a research concerning the advance in the field of modeling nanoindentation in metal matrix
composites  with  distributed  particles  will  be  presented.  A  collection  of  scientific  papers  and books
relative to the subject of nanoindentation, particle material used for reinforcement of aluminum matrix
and Voronoi tessellation will be reviewed to the extent they have studied the phenomena separately or
in combination.
The literature survey will be followed by the methodology implemented for the production of the model.
This part is divided into three segments. The first describes the steps followed for the creation of the
Voronoi structure and its embodiment inside the greater algorithm for the representation of particle
distribution inside the base material. Each part of the algorithm is explained comprehensibly along with
the difficulties presented throughout the designing phase and the ways they were resolved. The second
part  presents  the  mathematical  model  that  will  be  used for  the  calculation  of  the  material's  basic
mechanical properties. It considers both the necessary data acquired from the design phase and the
ones that will  be acquired after the simulation, in order to characterize the material.  The third part
describes the iteration steps to import the CAD model into the simulation software, the analysis of the
volumes into finite elements and the material models applied for the different parts of the model.
The results obtained from the analysis executed during the methodology part will  be presented and
analyzed in this separate chapter. The discussion will  be comprised from the extraction of the load-
displacement curves obtained for each volumetric fraction of the model, the analysis of the effect of
particle concentration to the material's response to deformation and the calculation of its hardness.
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The  last  part  will  summarize  the  conclusions  drawn from the  summation  of  the  dissertation,  from
research and methodology that had been followed to results  obtained,  their  interpretation and the
future exploitation of the work for the further development of the method.  
 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Aluminum is one of the most exploited materials in various fields of applications including constructions,
packaging, transportation and of course product design. It can be recycled numerous times wielding to
products of almost equal quality. Some of its basic properties such as exceptional strength, low density
and resistance in corrosion have placed it as an ideal matrix for the creation of composite materials.
Reinforcement particles at micro- or nano-scale level can be placed inside it, creating a new aluminum
based composite material. The quality of particle dispersion in conjunction with the fabrication method
of the sample is one of the most important factors which finally determines the homogeneity of the
composites mechanical behavior. Nanoparticles often create clusters between them which require to be
dissolved if high quality dispersion is to be achieved. The anisotropy in tensile behavior of a MMC sample
fabricated  by  extrusion  method  was  investigated  by  Ganesh  and  Chawla  (2005).  The  material's
composition was Al 2080 alloy and silicon carbide (SiC) microparticles at different volumetric fractions.
The  results  revealed  a  significant  preferential  orientation  of  the  particles  along  the  extrusion  axis
resulting in  higher  Young's  modulus  and tensile  strength  at  tests  carried  out  along the longitudinal
direction. Sun et al (2012) studied the effects of sintering temperature and extrusion on the mechanical
properties of SiC particle reinforced aluminum-copper alloy fabricated by powder metallurgy. Increasing
sintering temperature accelerated the particles diffusion while, along with extrusion, it strengthened the
interfacial bond of matrix and particles.  Liao and Tan (2011) studied the dispersion of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs)  inside  an  aluminum  matrix  by  mechanical  mixing  of  particle  and  aluminum  powders  using
different techniques i.e. high energy ball milling, low energy ball milling and a polyester binder-assisted
approach.  Results  indicated  that  even  with  a  minimum  amount  of  reinforcement  (0.5  wt%)  the
properties of the material were enhanced, with high energy ball milled and PBA samples showing the
greater rate of enhancement. High energy ball  milling produced the best dispersion of nanoparticles
though  not  sufficiently  distributed  due  to  density  difference  with  the  aluminum  powder.  A  similar
composite was created by  Wu and Kim (2011) comprising of mechanical alloyed aluminum 6061 alloy
and 1 wt% multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and synthesized by semi-solid powder processing
(SPP) at different temperatures. The dispersion of the particles was satisfactory and the results revealed
an increase in strength and hardness of the composite with the magnitude of improvement depending
on the temperature at which SPP took place. Zheng et al (2014) reinforced Al-2024 alloy with Fe-based
metallic glass leading to a composite exhibiting remarkable combination of high strength and plasticity.
One of the most common and accessible reinforcement phase of aluminum are silicon carbide (SiC)
nanoparticles with mass fraction and grain size having an important effect in mechanical properties and
thermal conductivity as investigated by El-Kady and Fathy (2014) while Rajmohan et al (2014) studied the
combination of SiC microparticles and Copper oxide (CuO) nanoparticles at different mass fractions with
the increase in wt% of CuO particles, thus improving the mechanical properties of the composite.    
The basic mechanical properties of metal matrix nanocomposites are measured using nanoindentation,
a method based on contact mechanics. In general, indentation is a process where a specimen of  the
examined material is indented until an impression is formed. From the indentation depth and area of
impression the hardness of the material can be extracted. Especially indentation hardness in metals can
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be correlated linearly with the tensile strength.  Sneddon (1965) studied the deformation of an elastic
half space by a rigid, axisymmetric punch of arbitrary profile and concluded to relationships between the
depth of penetration and the load applied by the punch. However, the analytical solutions were derived
with the assumptions - (1) the specimen is an infinite half-space, (2) the indenter has an ideal geometry
with  known  parameters  (perfect  cone,  sphere,  etc.),  and  (3)  the  material  is  linearly  elastic  and
incompressible. These assumptions limit the application of these solutions to many problems of practical
interest. A  significant  improvement  to  the  method  was  made  by  Oliver  and  Pharr  (1992) who
determined the appropriate depth of indentation in conjunction with the indenter shape in order to
establish the contact area of specimen and indenter at peak load and thus conclude to an approximate
calculation  of  hardness  and  elastic  modulus  from  the  load  –  displacement  data.  Great  push  in
nanoindentation  gave  the  evolution  of  FEM-based  algorithms  simulating  the  process,  offering  the
possibility of calculating not only the Young’s modulus and hardness of materials,  but also the yield
stress and the plastic behavior in terms of stress-strain curve. Bouzakis and Michailidis (2006), Bouzakis
and  Michailidis  (2006),  Bouzakis  et  al  (2005)].  All  the  previous  works,  have  contributed  to  the
establishment of ISO 14577 [ISO 14577].
The  majority  of  indentation  tests  are  carried  out  with  the  use  of  pyramidal  indenters  (three-sided
Berkovich  and four-sided Vickers).  These  indenters  are  commonly  treated  as  conical  indenters  with
equivalent half-angle  a that gives the same area to depth relationship as the pyramidal  indenter in
question [Bouzakis and Michailidis (2002),  Fischer - Cripps (2006), Oliver and Pharr (1992),  Wang et al
(2007), Yu et al (2004)]. Nanoindentation experiments of a composite polycarbonate (PC) reinforced with
multiwall carbon nano-tubes (MWCNTs) showed a significant increase to mechanical properties [Jindal et
al  (2014)].  More specific  the addition of  up to 2 wt % of   MWCNTs increased elastic  modulus  and
hardness up to 95% and 150% respectively.  Tayeh et al (2014) conducted experiments with an Al/TiB2
MMC of three different volume fractions (5%, 10% and 15%). The results indicated that both the elastic
modulus and hardness were amplified with the increase of the volume fraction or with the increase of
the grain size of nanoparticles.
The advent of finite element simulation offered a new tool in the investigation of the nanoindentation
taking  into  account  a  number  of  different  parameters.  Chen  and  Chang  (2006) simulated
nanoindentation of a Berkovich indenter to a Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) thermoplastic specimen
with  a  3D finite  element method (FEM) and the comparison of  the results  with  experimental  data
showed that with valid input parameters the numerical simulation produces accurate results and can be
used in  the  small  scale  analysis  such as  nanocomposite  materials  and thin  films.  Simulation  on  an
Aluminum 1100 specimen with the help of a conical indenter with round tip produced similar results
with those obtained from experiments with Berkovich indenter [Karimzadeh et al (2014)]. The accuracy
of  the FEM method was also validated to a low carbon steel specimen using Berkovich sharp-tip and
cylindrical flat-tip indenters [Hu et al (2013)], to a bulk silicon specimen again with a Berkovich indenter
[Wang et al (2007)], to bulk materials such as titanium, copper, iron and to thin films of titanium and
copper [Rao and Reddy (2009)] all  producing load-displacement curves in good agreement with the
experimental results.  The mechanical properties obtained by nanoindentation can give reliable results
regarding the material's response in micro- and macro-scale indentation [Michailidis and Pappa (2009)].
The validity of simulation can be augmented by obtaining the indenter tip shape from an Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) scan and generate its surface using triangular area elements [Gadelrab and Chiesa
(2013)]. 
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A next step in the procedure was the study of micro- and nano – reinforced materials.  Pramanik et al
(2008), simulated microindentation at an aluminum specimen reinforced with silicon carbide particles.
The effect of the particles was studied at a local scale assuming they were uniformly distributed inside
the aluminum matrix. The results showed that the reinforcement increased the materials ability to resist
deformation, but this was highly dependent on the location of indentation relative to particles, volume
percentage of particles, size of indenter relative to particles and applied load. Nouri et al (2012), studied
the effect of multi – wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in the mechanical properties of an aluminum
matrix. The volumetric fraction of the particles was 2%. Their diameters and lengths were selected using
the random Gauss distribution. The results of the numerical simulation showed an increase of 13% and
36%  in  the  materials  elastic  modulus  and  hardness  respectively  regardless  the  distribution  of
nanoparticles inside the matrix. 
One conclusion that could be drawn is that the random way of particle diffusion inside the matrix is not
taken very often into  account.  Most  of  the studies  consider  a  uniform distribution of  particles  and
observe their effect at a local scale. In the current dissertation an effort to investigate the improvement
of a material's mechanical properties considering a random distribution of particles size and location will
be attempted. 
The randomness is going to be simulated with the use of a Voronoi diagram. In mathematics, a Voronoi
diagram or tessellation, developed in 1908 by mathematician G.F. Voronoi, is a method of dividing space
into a number of regions with the use of a random set of points (also called seeds or generators). The
regions are called Voronoi cells. Each region corresponds only to one of the seeds.  Every random point
inside one region is closer to the generator of the specific region than to any other generator. Points that
are on the border of two regions are exactly the same distance between two generators. The structure
can be created in two or three dimensions. A two dimensional voronoi diagram can be seen in figure 1.
A similar geometric pattern is frequently answered in nature. Figure 2 shows some characteristic cases.
One can say that the Voronoi tessellation is the mathematical translation of this pattern that allows it to
be used in design and science. Numerous examples of the pattern in design are shown in figure 3.  
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Figure 1: 2D Voronoi tessellation
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Due to the fact that it is a spatial tessellation technique which can determine the closest or furthest
distance from or the collection of points closest to an area of interest, its applications cover a wide range
of fields from materials science, meteorology, telecommunications, neuroscience, biology, mathematics,
transportation and more. 
In  materials  science the Voronoi  diagram is  mostly  used for  CAD generation  of  complex structures.
Barbier et al (2014) calculated the tension/compression properties of a polymer foam generated with
the use of a Voronoi diagram. The same method was used from Li et al (2014) for the creation of an
aluminum alloy foam tested on crushing response. The Voronoi tessellation can combine the geometric
form of porous materials such as foams [Wejrzanowski et al (2013)] or organic fibers [Sun et al (2013)]
with the randomness  of  the generated pores  providing a realistic  approach concerning the form of
materials.
 3 METHODOLOGY
The current study used a similar method to disperse various number of particles inside a volume. A three
dimensional voronoi structure was created from which a random pattern in space was extracted and
used as a representation of how the particles would have been diffused inside the metal matrix during
the formation stage of the composite.
   
 3.1  Modeling the Voronoi Structure
The three dimensional Voronoi structure was created with the help of Grasshopper, a fully parametric
design add-in to Rhinoceros 3D CAD software. All the actions were implemented through the creation of
11
Figure 2: Voronoi pattern in nature
Figure 3: Voronoi pattern in design
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a block diagram each part of which represented a segment of a parametric mathematical algorithm with
the only input value being the number of points that would be randomly dispersed inside a predefined
volume. The volume had the size and shape of the aluminum specimen, a cube with edge length of 1500
nm.  The first step of the algorhithn was to populate the volume with randomly generated points. The
points would be used as the seeds/generators  for the creation of the 3D Voronoi structure.  Figure 4
shows the dispersion of points.  
Based on the random points  generated a number of three dimensional spaces (or cells) were created.
The summation of cells constitute the three dimensional Voronoi structure. The number of cells matches
exactly the number of generated points. Figure 5 illustrates the structure along with a section in the
middle of the volume to witness the internal details. 
The main idea was to first remove the edges of the Voronoi cells, identify the points of intersection
between  them  and  finally  use  these  points  as  the  centers  of  the  spherical  solids  representing  the
12
Figure 4: Seeds of Voronoi structure
Figure 5: Voronoi structure, in whole and in section
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particles. Though, the procedure was easy to employ it lead to two major problems. Common edges of
neighboring cells  and subsequently their  intersection points were taken into account  multiple times
resulting  in  the  formation  of  more  than  one  spheres  at  the  majority  of  the  points.  This  created
topological problems, especially when trying to import the geometry into the FEM software package,
and numerical  problems,  because it  evaluated the volume of  the spheres multiple times leading to
incorrect calculation of the volumetric fraction of the composite specimen. The second problem was that
the distance of a number of intersection points was smaller than the diameter of the particles creating
an unrealistic aggregation of two or more particles.   
It was obvious that to overcome the first problem the overlayed entities should be accounted for as one.
The boundary representation (BREP) of the structure was deconstructed into its consisting elements
(faces, edges and vertices) and subsequently decomposed to distinct entities. The decomposed edges
and vertices  are  illustrated in  figure  6.  From a mathematical  perspective  each  cell  of  the structure
represented one set  comprising of  its  faces,  edges  and vertices.  A set unification was then applied
specifically for the vertices, creating a new set containing only the collection of unique points of the
structure. With the foretold action all the multiple points were accounted as one. The actions described
above  were  initially  applied  to  structures  with  minimum  number  of  cells  in  order  to  validate  the
propriety of the method through the naked eye. 
The second problem was resolved with the application of a constraint between the distance of  the
vertices. The maximum radius of the particles was found to be 65 nm and thus every pair of points with
a distance smaller than that was duplicated into one. The fully defined points were then used as the
base onto which the particles could be positioned. The radius of the particles was seeded by a random
generator which introduced 21 different values ranging from 17.5 to 32.5  nm (range of silicon carbide
nanoparticle radii). The volume of the spheres and cube were calculated at any input value providing the
percentage of nanoparticle reinforcement inside the specimen. The reinforcement was applied at three
different volumetric fractions, occupying 0.5, 1 and 1.5 vol% of the total specimen volume. n numbers,
0.5 vol% translates to 436 particles originating from the dispersion of 126 points, 1 vol% to 877 particles
from 321 points and 1.5 vol%  to 1325 particles from 600 points.
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Figure 6: Deconstruction of BREP to edges and vertices
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It is worth noting that the aluminum specimen is a cube with edge length of 1500 nm. The algorithm also
provides tables containing the coordinates of the centers of all the particles. The nanoparticles' (NPs)
distribution and the built composite specimen for the three different configurations can be seen in the
figure 7. Figure 8 presents the block diagram of particles distribution by means of Grasshopper.
14
Figure 7: Nanoparticles distribution and composite matrix
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Figure 8: Grasshopper block diagram of particle distribution for 0.5 vol% model 
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 3.2  Mathematical Model
The  mechanical  properties  of  the  material  are  obtained  by  the  Oliver-Pharr  method  (Handbook  of
Nanoindentation and Handbook of Nanophysics). The main input data of the methodology are the load-
displacement  curves  which  will  be  extracted  from  the  simulation  software  package  employing  the
developed FEM model. A typical curve can be seen in figure 9. 
The full penetration depth  hmax is associated with the applied maximum load  Pmax  ;  hp is the plastic or
residual penetration depth at full  unloading and  he is the elastic penetration depth recovered at full
unloading; hc is the contact depth i.e., the height of the part of the indenter which is actually in contact
with the specimen; dP/dh is the tangent stiffness and it is calculated as the slope of the unloading curve
at maximum load. 
The penetration load of a flat specimen penetrated by a spherical indenter is : P= 43
E ' √Rh3
The projected contact area is : A=πα2
The radius of the circular contact surface is : α2=Rhmax
By combining the three equations we obtain : dP
dh
=2E ' √ Aπ
From the above formula the material's elastic modulus E' can be calculated. 
The projected contact area is calculated as A=π (2Rhc−hc
2) for a spherical indenter.
16
Figure 9: Load-displacement curve of indentation test
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Radius R of the indenter is derived from : 
1
R
= 1
R1
+ 1
R2
The above formula is referred to contact between two spherical solids where R is the combined radius of
the  indenter  and  the  specimen.  For  a  flat  specimen,  which  is  the  case  of  the  present  study,
R1=Rspecimen→∞ and thus R=R2=Rindenter
 
The contact  depth is  : hc=hmax−ε
Pmax
dP /dh
with  ε   depending upon the indenter shape and usually
taking the price 0.75.  
The hardness of the material is : H=
Pmax
πDhe
where D is the diameter of the indenter.
The data that need to be acquired from simulation are tangent stiffness, maximum load and maximum
penetration depth during loading and unloading. Combining them with geometrical data of the indenter
one can derive to the numerical estimation of the materials mechanical properties.
 3.3  Finite Element Modeling
The analysis was carried out employing the ANSYS multiphysics software package. The geometry created
within the Grasshopper platform was extracted from Rhino as a neutral CAD format with a significant
increase of its tolerances to avoid problems during import into the simulation software. The model was
imported into ANSYS using three different CAD formats, IGES, PARASOLID and ACIS (SAT) with the last
one finally selected as it produced the minimum number of problems. 
To reduce computational time and make the three dimensional model more manageable the model's
symmetry over two planes was exploited and thus only one quarter of the model was imported for finite
element analysis. The goal now was to create two solid entities, specimen and particles, and to combine
them  together  to  create  the  composite  material.  Again,  within  the  Grasshopper  algorithm,  a
parallelepiped representing a quarter of the initial volume was created (figure 10).
In the first trial, the quarter specimen and quarter particles where initially imported into Solidworks
where using a molding technique, cavities at the same locations of the particles were carved inside the
specimen and subsequently the particles were placed inside with the specimen. The model was then
imported into ANSYS as an assembly but it created a number of topological problems and so this method
was aborted.
The second trial, involved the creation of the two solid entities inside Grasshopper combining them into
ANSYS. Using the algorithm a solid difference of the particles from the specimen subtracted the volumes
from inside the specimen and a solid intersection between the volume and the particles created the
quarter sample of the particles. The two entities were imported separately into ANSYS but again an
important number of problems occurred especially with the topology of the cavities inside the matrix.
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The third and successful trial, involved the import of the bulk volume of the specimen and the quarter
sample  of  the particles into ANSYS followed by a subtraction inside the FEM software package.  An
important condition to facilitate the subtraction procedure was to create the two entities in such a way
that their coordinate systems coincide. The two geometrical models were imported with no problems,
but a small amount of processing was still necessary for the correct volume subtraction. The software
could  not  perform subtraction  of  volumes  with  the  problem located  at  the  sectioned segments  of
particles whose size was smaller than the size of a hemisphere. The essence of the problem lies in the
sequence, according to which, the ANSYS software recognizes an entity. Initially it recognizes a collection
of points which are then connected to each other with straight lines or curves. The lines create a surface
that when extruded  creates a volume. A simple schematic representation of the sequence can be seen
in figure 11.
The sequence is essentially the basic method that a CAD software works. It creates a profile comprising
of lines and then by the movement of the profile (extrusion, revolution etc) it creates a volume. The
problematic particles were represented as volumes but when moving back to the sequence of figure 11,
only a circle was identified, preventing the software from realizing how from that specific profile the
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Figure 11: Sequence of feature creation in the FEM software package
Figure 10: Quarter of specimen
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volume in question could be created producing errors during the subtraction procedure. The problem
was solved by dividing the circle into two parts. The software could now recognize a revolve feature from
the two entities, executing the subtraction without errors.
The procedure produced a volume with internal cavities. The particles were then imported again inside
the software where they were positioned automatically at the exact place of the cavities. At this point
the  interface  of  cavities  and  particles  consisted  of  multiple  areas,  lines  and  points,  half  of  them
belonging to the cavity and half of them to the particles. By merging their common points the lines and
areas were consequently merged in order to share common areas and be perfectly bonded with the
matrix. Finally the material matrix diffused with nanoparticles was simulated perfectly. The last part was
the creation of the indenter which was modeled as a spherical tip of radius of 250 nm inside the ANSYS
software package. 
The model was meshed using Solid187 tetrahedra elements. The particles were meshed automatically
using the Smartsize option. The matrix and indenter were meshed using defined line segments, with the
mesh density gradually increased towards the contact area between the specimen and the indenter in
order to attain more accurate results in that area of interest. The size of the elements used for meshing
the specimen was not randomly chosen but according to the size of the elements generated for the
particles in order to obtain a uniform volume mesh especially in the difficult areas between the particles.
The volume with the greater number of particles was meshed first aiming to conclude to the mesh
pattern that was going to be used for the rest of the simulation models.  
The number of particles inside the matrix,  which was increased by the increment of the volumetric
fraction, created a very large number of elements, thus significantly increasing simulation time. Initial
tests also showed that particles away from the contact area did not influence the material's response to
indentation. To further reduce computational time only the particles bordered inside a cube of edge
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Figure 12: Initial and transformed quarter model
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length of 375 nm on the X and Y axis and 500 nm on the Z axis below the indenter were considered for
simulation.  This  reduction  created  7,  16  and  32  silicon  carbide  particles  inside  the  matrix  for  the
volumetric fraction of 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% respectively. The quarter box specimen was also transformed
into a quarter of a cylinder resulting again to a reduction of element number (figure 12). Due to the
limited computational power available, initial tests for 1 and 1.5 vol% of particles were unable to be
executed so in order to achieve an effective simulation time the model and specifically the specimen was
further reduced in size,  without  affecting the calculations accuracy.  The final  model,  along with the
number of particles created for the different particle concentrations and an ad-measurement of the
elements can be seen in figure 13 and table 1, respectively.
No Particles 0.50% 1.00% 1.50%
Matrix 7573 79842 202541 759046
Particles - 3628 10255 21877
Table 1: Number of generated elements
The matrix, as mentioned earlier in the study, was a 6061 aluminum alloy. It obeyed to a temperature-
independent bilinear isotropic hardening material model. The corresponding stress – strain curve can be
seen in figure 14. The units in the graph had been modified in order to adjust with the nano-scale of the
simulation. The properties of the matrix were : Young's modulus=71.6  GPa,  Yield strength=125  MPa,
Tangent modulus=1.48  GPa and Poisson's ratio=0.33. A temperature of 25  oC was considered for the
entire simulation. 
The reinforcement particles and indenter were treated as isotropic perfectly elastic materials obeying to
Hooke's  law.  Particles  were  silicon  carbide  (SiC)  with  the  following  material's  properties  :  Young's
modulus=462  GPa and Poisson's ratio=0.185. The indenter was Tungsten carbide (WC) with: Young's
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Figure 13: Final model (a) 0.5 vol%, (b) 1 vol% and (c) 1.5 vol%
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modulus=640 GPa and Poisson's ratio=0.22.  
The indenter's radius was 250 nm and the specimen was a quarter of a cylinder with radius 750 nm and
height  900  nm.  The  indenter  's  radius  was designed to  be  less  than the 3.5  times  the workpieces
dimensions to reduce boundary effects Zhang and Mahdi (1996). The process was considered to be quasi
– static. Indentation was simulated by a series of small displacement increments imposed on the top
surface of the indenter towards the composite matrix. The maximum depth of indentation was 100 nm.
On both the indenter and the specimen were applied symmetric boundary conditions. Furthermore, the
specimen was fixed on its  bottom surface to avoid rigid body motion,  as well  as for  measuring the
reaction forces, resulting from the penetration of the indenter into the specimen. 
The loading and unloading processes were applied as two loadsteps each one divided into 300 substeps
with a duration of 90 sec for each loadstep. This can be translated to a displacement of 0.33 nm every
0.3  sec per substep. The purpose of such small increment in the displacement loading was to avoid
excessive  deformation  of  the  elements  and  thus  inconvergence  in  the  analysis  or  results  accuracy
problems.
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Figure 14: Stress – strain curve of Al 6061 
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 4 RESULTS  
 4.1  Load-displacement
The load-displacement curve obtained for the specimen with no reinforcement is shown in figure 15
(units in y-axis are in Newtons multiplied by 106).  As the indenter penetrates into the work piece the
load increases  almost  proportionally  with the  displacement.  The maximum load  is  observed at  the
maximum  indentation  depth  after  which  the  load  gradually  decreases  to  zero.  When  unloading  is
complete the work piece has suffered plastic deformation with an elastic portion of penetration depth
recovered. The residual penetration depth is 98.1397 nm, meaning that there was an elastic recovery of
1.8603  nm. The  symmetry  expanded  model  representing  deformation  at  maximum  loading  and
unloading can be seen in figure 16. 
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Figure 16:Deformation at (a) maximum loading and (b) maximum unloading
Figure 15: Load - displacement curve of specimen with no
particles
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 4.2  Effect of volume fraction of particles
The load-displacement curves of the reinforced specimen are shown in figure 17. Although the shape of
the curves is almost identical there are some noticeable differences. Comparing the curves with that of
figure  15  one  can  see  that  the  plastic  deformation  of  the  work  piece  has  decreased.  The  residual
penetration depth is 96.4298 nm (Fig 18b) and 96.0437 nm (Fig 19b) for volumetric fractions of 0.5 and 1
vol% respectively. The deformation of the specimen at complete loading and unloading are illustrated in
figures  18  and  19,  respectively.  The  main  reason  for  this  behavior  is  obviously  the  presence  of
reinforcement particles. As the indenter penetrates into the specimen the stresses imposed to the work
piece are transferred to the harder and stiffer particles reducing the amount of specimen deformation.
At higher deformation levels, the particles start to act as indenters themselves transferring stresses at
lower levels of the specimen. It is as if the total strain at each load enforcement is distributed through
the particles to the whole of the work piece and is not concentrated at the area beneath the indenter,
thus “delaying” in a sense the plastic deformation.   
 
A conclusion that can be drawn from the curves is that the slope of the unloading curve for specimen
with or without reinforcement has minimum differentiation, meaning that the elastic modulus of the
composite material is almost the same as the original material. This is something expected, due to the
small percentage of particle reinforcement.  Up to a certain point, the two curves follow the same path
and  start  to  differ  with  the  increase  of  load.  The  curve  corresponding  to  the  higher  particle
concentration yields  to a  higher  reaction force  during loading phase and lower  remaining depth  at
unloading.
The reason of this behavior, as explained earlier, is the transfer of stresses to particles and thus the
evolution of secondary indentation. This means that the increase of volume fraction of particles and thus
the  increase  of  their  population,  leads  to  an  intensification  of  the  phenomena  and  hence  to
augmentation of the composite material's resistance to deformation.
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Figure 17: Load - displacement curves for different volumetric percentage
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A more thorough understanding of the particles – matrix interaction can be achieved with the help of
figure 20. A random section inside the indentation zone was created for the model of volume fraction 1
vol%, illustrating the stress distribution at various stages during the loading phase. At the beginning of
the indenter penetration, the stresses are low and though the distribution is mostly uniform away from
the indentation area a small interaction at the interface of particle – matrix starts to appear (Fig 20a). At
higher indentation depths the stresses start to expand in most of the volume of the work piece and a
significant increase of stress values between particle and matrix tends to appear (Fig 20b). The particles
at  that  point  start  to  act  as  indenters  themselves,  transferring  stresses  to  the  lower  parts  of  the
specimen  (Fig  20c).  The  phenomenon  continues  until  deformation  due  to  secondary  indentation
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Figure 18: Deformation of 0.5 vol% specimen
Figure 19:Deformation of 1 vol% specimen
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becomes significant and after that point the material starts to yield. With the load reaching its maximum
value plastic flow of the material starts to occur with the particle near the indentation zone also being
slightly deformed (Fig 20c and Fig 20d). The stress units in the legend are N/nm2 to simulate the nano-
scale of the test.
Comparing the stress distribution with that of the specimen with no particles in figure 21, it can be safely
concluded that the addition of reinforcement particles mutates the isotropic behavior of the material to
anisotropic.  It  is  easy to deduct  that  an increase in the number  of  particles  leads to a  consequent
increase of the anisotropic behavior.  
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Figure 20: Stages during loading phase of specimen 1 vol%
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After watching the stress distribution on the specimen, it is interesting to see how the stresses were
distributed along the SiC nanoparticles. The distribution at full loading and full unloading can be seen in
figure 22 and 23, respectively. The orientation of the particles is the same as the orientation of the
specimen as  illustrated  in  all  the  previous  figures.  Comparing  the  two,  one  can  identify  an  almost
identical pattern of stress distribution. The most intense stress activity is observed at the two particles
below the indenter. The highest values of stress, at both phases, are developed at the particle closer to
the  indenter.  After  unloading  the  stresses  decrease  with  an  important  amount  of  residual  stress
remaining at the particle below the indenter. Contrary to maximum stress, minimum stress, although not
affecting  the  material's  behavior,  appears  at  slightly  different  positions  during  the  loading  and  the
unloading phase.    
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Figure 21: Stress distribution of specimen with no reinforcement
Figure 22: Stress distribution of NPs at full loading
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Watching the nanoparticles behavior it's easy to realize that an important amount of the load imposed
by the indenter is distributed to the particles. Being stiffer than the matrix material the particles affect
the composite material's strength at an important extent. Another obvious conclusion is that with the
addition of just a minimum number of particles below the indenter the intensity of the phenomenon will
be multiplied but this is something that cannot be predicted when particles are randomly distributed. 
Stresses at particles away from the indentation zone between indenter and specimen are insignificant,
indicating  that  only  particles  at  a  limited  area  beneath  the  indenter  are  affecting  the  results  of
indentation test simulation.  
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Figure 23: Stress distribution of NPs at full unloading
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 4.3  Hardness
Hardness is the resistance of the composite material to deformation caused by the indenter penetration.
Maximum hardness is  determined from relation H=
Pmax
πDhe
where  Pmax is  the maximum load at full
loading,  D is the diameter of the indenter and  he is the  is the elastic penetration depth recovered at
complete unloading. Results for the different concentrations are presented in table 2. Even though small
volumetric fractions were used for the simulations,  the values of  hardness varied between different
particle volume fractions. It is obvious that the hardness of the composite material increases with the
increase of the number of particles. 
Concentration Pmax (N) he  (nm) Hardness (MPa)
No Particles 2.15 x 10-5 98.14 139.54
0.5 vol% 2.23 x 10-5 96.43 147.29
1 vol% 2.28 x 10-5 96.04 151.21
Table 2: Hardness of the composite materials
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 5 CONCLUSIONS
A  three  dimensional  Voronoi  structure  was  created  through  the  development  of  a  parametric
mathematical algorithm. The structure was created with the help of a CAD software and served as a
representation of the random distribution of nanoparticles inside a predefined material volume. The
geometrical model of the composite material was imported into the ANSYS software where a FEM –
based simulation of nanoindentation took place. The results were analyzed in terms of the material's
resistance to deformation.
The  synthesis  of  a  Metal  Matrix  nano-Composite  (MMC),  by  reinforcement  of  a  metallic  alloy  with
nanoparticles, leads to augmentation of some of the basic properties of the material. The addition of
small amount of nanoparticles increases the materials ability to resist deformation leading to increase of
its hardness. The transfer of stresses through the particles and the way they act as secondary indenters
inside  the  matrix  are  the  main  reason  for  the  change  of  the  material's  behavior.  The  initially
homogeneous material is now acting as deeply inhomogeneous with the phenomenon increased with
the increase of  particles volume fraction.  Apart  from their  number,  particle  size and concentration,
especially if a significant amount of particles lies below the indenter, can produce different results even
with  at  the  same  volume  fraction  of  reinforcement.  Further  investigations  could  take  place  for
investigating different algorithms of random generation and then making a comparison between them in
order to extract the error range of each method. 
The volume fraction of specimen – particles used for the simulation was 0.5 and 1 vol% due to limited
computational  power  available.  Despite  that,  the  results  showed  an  obvious  trend  of  mechanical
properties increment especially in the calculation of hardness. This constitutes a motivation for further
research to volumetric fractions of the scale of 5 vol% and more which based on the results of the
present  study  has  increased probability  of  concluding  to  dramatic  improvement  in  the  composite's
mechanical behavior.
Parametric software such as Grasshopper are powerful tools for an accurate representation of difficult
structures found in advanced materials and also for introducing realism through generated randomness.
The only challenge in the representation of the model is the random generation of particle radius. The
diversity is not adequate, producing only a few particles satisfying the range of values introduced to the
algorithm. The further investigation of the subject can add validity to the method by increasing the level
of realism of the geometrical model.  
The  reason  for  the  small  concentration  of  particles  used  was,  as  mentioned  before,  the  limited
computational power. The 1 vol% model simulation needed over a day to complete. The complete model
with the whole specimen and particles would take 4 or 5 times longer. The simulation of the 1.5 vol% or
more was impossible to be executed due to high amount of memory needed. The main problem was
during the meshing of the model. The increased amount of particles and the random generation of their
size, apart from incommoding the mesh process, resulted in the creation of millions of elements that
could only be tested with multiple processor clusters.
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